We present an experimental demonstration of the efficient acceleration of electrons beyond 60 MeV using micro-channel plasma targets. We employed a high-contrast, 2.5 J, 32 fs short pulse laser interacting with a 5 m inner diameter, 300 m long microchannel plasma target. The micro-channel was aligned to be collinear with the incident laser pulse, confining the majority of the laser energy within the channel. The measured electron spectrum showed a large increase of the cut-off energy and slope temperature when compared to that from a 2 m flat Copper target, with the cutoff energy enhanced by over 2.6 times and the total energy in electrons >5 MeV enhanced by over 10 times. Three-dimensional particle-in-cell simulations confirm efficient direct laser acceleration enabled by the novel structure as the dominant acceleration mechanism for the high energy electrons. The simulations further reveal the guiding effect of the channel that successfully explains preferential acceleration on the laser/channel axis observed in experiments. Finally, systematic simulations provide scalings for the energy and charge of the electron pulses. Our results show that the micro-channel plasma target is a promising electron source for applications such as ion acceleration, Bremsstrahlung X-ray radiation, and THZ generation. 
Introduction
The relativistic laser-plasma interaction (LPI) is an efficient source of high energy electrons [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , ions [6] [7] [8] , high-order harmonics [9, 10] and electron-positron jets [11] [12] [13] . These processes mostly rely on energy conversion from the laser pulse to electrons, since the latter is more responsive to the laser field than other species. In the low plasma-density regime, both direct laser acceleration (DLA) and laser-driven wakefield acceleration (LWFA) are possible mechanisms for generating high energy electrons.
Electrons gain energy directly from the oscillating laser field in the former case and from the plasma wakefield in the latter. Steady progress has been made with lowdensity gas targets, from which multi-GeV electrons are now available [14, 15] . The interaction at low densities tends to be controllable wherein one can tune the energy, charge, and energy spread of the electron beam by varying the density, injection position, and composition of the target [16] [17] [18] [19] . The generation of superponderomotive electrons in relativistically transparent and near-critical density plasmas has been studied experimentally and via simulations, although the propagation length of the laser pulse through these media may be limited [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . The scenario in the high density regime, however, is quite different. A highly overdense plasma interface prohibits a short laser pulse from propagating through unless it is ultrathin, thus the interaction region of the laser field and a given electron is usually restricted to a length of order the laser wavelength. The energy gain for electrons is therefore limited, leading to a relatively low energy/efficiency that scales with the laser intensity as 0 I [27] . Moreover, the investigation of ultra-short lasers interacting with initially solid-density matter has been 3 mainly focused on flat targets, where controlling LPI is more challenging partially due to the pre-pulse issue [28] .
A recent development to enhance the laser-solid interaction is using structured interfaces [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . Particularly, nano-wires [32] , nano-particles [29] , nano-spheres [31] and snowflakes [30] have been proposed to increase the laser absorption efficiency.
These structures are mostly on a nanometer scale that promotes efficient surface heating of electrons and hence increases their population. An alternative approach with the potential for a larger boost in electron energies uses laser pulses and target structures designed for a prolonged interaction. For a laser wavelength ~1 m, we suggest that structures on a comparable scale offer complementary capabilities. They can enable the controlled propagation of the laser beam, turning the DLA mechanism on in the solid density regime. DLA is superior to surface heating for producing directed, high-energy electrons [46, 47] . Its possible advantages for enhancing proton acceleration [34, 39] and local laser intensities [38] have been shown in previous simulations. We therefore propose to use micro-sized structures to extend the laser-solid interaction in a highly controlled fashion. Practical application requires that the micro-scale structures be produced in a well aligned and highly-ordered array. The ordered structures can be altered to vary the spatial period, spacing and/or length of the structures to tailor the laser-driven electron source to a specific desired secondary application, such as ion acceleration, Bremsstrahlung X-ray radiation, and THZ generation.
In this paper, we present experimental results using a micro-channel structure to enhance and manipulate laser-driven electron sources via DLA in the solid density 4 regime. Using the ultrahigh intensity Scarlet Laser [48] at The Ohio State University, we demonstrate a significant increase in cut-off energy and electron yield using the micro-channel structure compared to a flat, 2m Cu target. Additionally, we note a preferential acceleration along the tube axis by comparing electron spectra along both the tube axis and the target normal axis. Three-dimensional particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations confirm the role of DLA when using the micro-channel targets and elucidate the guiding capabilities of the novel target structure.
II. Results
A. Experiment The experimental setup is detailed in Figure 1 . During the experiment, the Scarlet laser delivered an 800 nm-wavelength, 32 fs-duration beam with total energy averaging 3.5
J. An F/2.2 off-axis parabola was used to focus the beam. The intrinsic pulse contrast was greater than 10 10 on the nanosecond scale and 10 8 on the picosecond scale. The respectively. The spectrometers used BAS-MS image plate (IP) detectors scanned using a GE Typhoon FLA 7000 scanner. The raw signal of the image plates ( Figure 2 ) was converted to total electron number using the method described by Tanaka, et al. [49] with the IP calibration given by Rabhi, et al. [50] For comparison shots, we used a standard 2 m flat Cu target and a 300 m flat glass target. The latter was cut from the edge of the MCP where no channels were present to have a material matching that of the channel walls. Io the peak intensity in W/cm 2 and the wavelength λ0 in μm. For parameters specified above, the slope temperature is predicted to be ~6.7 MeV, consistent with our results for the flat Cu-target (see in Figure 3 ). However, the MCP target produces superponderomotive electrons with an electron slope temperature that is more than twice the predicted value, suggesting a different acceleration mechanism. The slope temperature for each case is summarized in Figure 3 . One notices the distinctive trend between the two measured directions for each target type. The trend seen in the Cu foil is typical for simple flat foils where the laser does not break through.
For such a case, the sheath field set up at the rear surface points in the target normal direction. The majority of the super-thermal electrons are deflected by the sheath field each time they circulate though the foil [51] and finally, on average, these electrons expand along the target normal direction. This is clearly illustrated in Figure 3 , where the target-normal slope temperature is larger than the on-axis one for the flat target.
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This is in contrast to the MCP target which produces higher slope temperatures on the laser/channel axis than in the other direction, as shown in Figure 3 . This suggests a preferential acceleration of the highest energy electrons along the 0 0 direction. As we discuss below, this is strong evidence of the guiding capability of the MCP targets. 
B. Simulations
The above experimental results show that the MCP structures greatly enhance both the maximum energy and the generation efficiency of the laser-driven electrons in the soliddensity regime. To establish the acceleration mechanism, we carried out full threedimensional (3D) particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations with the simulation code VLPL [52] .
In each simulation, a y-polarized laser pulse propagates along the x direction in a simulation box of 400  220  220 extent divided into 1600220220 cells in the x  y  z dimensions, respectively (0= 0.8m). The laser field amplitude has a profile of Simulation data were collected when the acceleration peaks.
III. Discussion
We now consider the potential for this approach as an electron source by studying its scaling properties using a series of 3D PIC simulations. As shown in Figure 4 (b), the resulting cut-off energy and total beam charge (> 1MeV) were presented for laser amplitudes up to a0 = 50. We derived the scaling behavior by fitting the simulated results with a linear fit for cut-off energy and a parabolic fit for the beam charge. The cut-off electron energy is found to be proportional to the laser amplitude. While one would expect a scaling ~ a0 2 for DLA in free space, the weaker scaling found here could be partially due to the superluminal phase velocity in a channel [54] . Also, we find that the laser field extracts a significant number of electrons from the boundary that compensate the laser field so that the accelerating field is weakened. This "overloading" effect has also been noted in wakefield acceleration [55] and is more evident for stronger laser fields, leading to weaker energy scaling.
On the other hand, efficient loading of electrons into the laser field yields ~2 An obvious advantage of the MCP target is that the driving laser can propagate in the channel for a distance much larger than the Rayleigh length. Hence the laser intensity can be preserved for a long time. In our case, the pulse was able to transmit through the 300 m long channel before losing 95% of its total energy. During propagation, the 13 transverse laser electric field is strong enough to extract electrons directly from the inner channel surface. As shown in Figure 5 (a), a positive Ey field detaches electrons from the upper boundary (y>0) and pulls them towards the center of the tube, while a negative Ey field pulls electrons from the lower boundary towards the center. These electrons gain relativistic velocities in the transverse direction in less than half of a laser period. Then, the laser Bz field turns the electrons in the forward direction, via the direct laser acceleration mechanism. Although the field exerted on these electrons is relatively weak at the boundary, the electrons are moved towards the channel center where the field peaks. This leads to a large energy gain for a significant portion of the electrons.
In the end, a train of micro-bunches is generated with energies extending beyond 100
MeV in the simulations.
In free space, direct acceleration of electrons by a propagating laser is subject to the transverse ponderomotive force. Electrons injected head on into the laser field can be scattered, resulting in limited energy gain and large divergence angle. Instead, when using a channel, the electrons are injected transversely and the channel itself acts as a guiding structure for the energetic electrons (as shown below) and the laser pulse. This enables a long interaction distance. In Figure 5 
IV. Conclusions
In conclusion, we have proposed and successfully demonstrated high-energy electron acceleration produced by laser-driven micro-channel plasma targets with both experiments and simulations. The efficient DLA enabled by the novel micro-structure greatly enhances the outcome of the LPI and makes manipulation of the interaction 16 possible. Secondary applications based on the micro-structures are currently under investigation.
V.
